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In this paper we study functions in the unit ball in C n annihilated by the
differential operators D , a , b g C, given byab
2< <D s 1 y z d y z z D D q aR q bR y ab . .  .ab i j i j i j 5
i , j
We obtain two equivalent Carleson measure characterizations of those of such
functions having boundary value in BMO. We also give analogous
 .Carleson]Bergman measure characterizations of a , b -harmonic Bloch functions.
Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let B denote the unit ball in C n and m denote the 2n-dimensional
Lebesgue measure on B, while s is the normalized surface measure on its
boundary S.
w xIn 12 , Geller introduced a family of differential operators
2< <D s 1 y z d y z z D D q aR q bR y ab , .  .ab i j i j i j 5
i , j
where D s ­r­ z and R is the radial derivative given by R s n z D . Ifi i is1 i i
a s b s 0, D is the invariant laplacian or Bergman laplacian. The00
functions annihilated by D are called invariantly harmonic or M-harmonic00
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 w x .see 18, Chap. 4 for general properties of these functions . We will call
 .a , b -harmonic the functions u such that D u s 0.ab
 .  < < 4For j g S and 0 - d F 2, put Q j s h g S: 1 y hj - d .d
2 .The class BMO consist of functions f g L s for which
1 225 5f # s sup f h y f ds h - `, .  .H Qs Q . Q
where f denotes the average of f over Q and the supremum is takenQ
 .over all Q s Q j .d
A positive Borel measure m on B is called a Carleson measure if
  .. nm B j F Cd , for all j g S, 0 - d F 2, whered
< <B j s z g B : 1 y zj - d . .  4d
Here and elsewhere constants are denoted by C, which may indicate a
different constant from one occurrence to the next.
1 .  .For f g C B , Df s ­ fr­ z , . . . , ­ fr­ z denotes the complex gradi-1 n
 .ent of f and =f s ­ fr­ x , . . . , ­ fr­ x , z s x q ix , k s1 2 n k 2 ky1 2 k
<  . < 21, 2, . . . , n, denotes the real gradient of f. We note that =f z s
2 2 <  . < <  . < .2 Df z q Df z .
1 .If f g C B , let
2 22 2 2
= f z s 2 Df z y Rf z q Df z y Rf z .  .  .  .  . /T
be the tangential gradient of f.
With D there is associated a kernelab
nqaqb2< <1 y z .
P z , j s C , z g B , j g S, . nqaa b a b nqb1 y zj 1 y j z . .
  .  ..   .  ..where C s G n q a G n q b r G n G n q a q b .ab
We are now ready to state our first result.
2 .  . w x .  .THEOREM 1. Let f g L s and F z s P f z s H P z, jab S a b
 .  .  .  .  .f j ds j , where Re n q a q b ) 0 and n q a f Z , n q b fy
Z . Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:y
 .i f g BMO,
 .  . <  . < 2 < < 2 .  .ii dm z s =F z 1 y z dm z is a Carleson measure,
 .  . <  . < 2  .iii dn z s = F z dm z is a Carleson measure.T
If n s 1 and a s b s 0, Theorem 1 is well known see, for example,
w x.  .  . w x 219 . Note that dm z s dn z in this case. See also 4 . Recall that H is
2 . w xa subspace of L s consisting of functions f such that P f is holomor-00
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2  .  .phic in B. If f g H , n ) 1, the equivalences of statements i and ii are
w x  .  . w xproved in 13 and the equivalence i m iii in 5 . The special case
w xa s b s 0 of Theorem 1 is proved in 14 . There are certain difficulties to
w xadapt the proof of 14 to the present situation. Instead we use results from
p  .the H -theory for generalized a , b -harmonic functions, as developed
w xin 3 . Other ingredients of the proof are the mean-value estimates
w xobtained in 15 .
1 Ä Ä .  .  . .  .For f g C B , let Df z s D f (w 0 , z g B, and =f z sz
 . .= f (w 0 , z g B, be the invariant complex gradient of f and thez
invariant real gradient of f , respectively. Here, as usual, w denotes thez
 w x.standard automorphism of B taking 0 to z see 18 .
1 Ä . <  . <We say that f g C B is Bloch function, f g B, if sup =f z - `.z g B
In what follows, a positive measure m on B is called a Bergman]Carle-
  ..  nq1.son measure if m B j s O d uniformly in j g S and d ) 0.d
 w x.It is well known see, for exmaple, 8 that the Bloch space of holomor-
phic function can be considered as an area version of the space BMOA
 .recall, a holomorphic function f g BMOA if its radial limit f * g BMO .
Motivated by this fact and Theorem 1 we prove the following new char-
  .acterizations of the space B the Bloch space of a , b -harmonicab
.functions .
 .THEOREM 2. Let 0 - p - ` and let f be a a , b -harmonic function.
Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i f g B ,ab
 .  .  < < 2 . p <  . < p  .ii dm z s 1 y z =f z dm z is a Bergman]Carleson1
measure,
Ä p .  . <  . <  .iii dn z s =f z dm z is a Bergman]Carleson measure.1
 .  .If p s 2, for holomorphic functions the equivalence i m iii is proved
w xin 6 .
 .2. GENERALIZED a , b -HARMONIC FUNCTIONS OF
BOUNDED MEAN OSCILLATION
 .  <  . < 4For z g B and r, 0 - r - 1, E z s w g B: w w - r .r z
1 .A function f g C B is said of class K , 0 - L - `, ifL
y1Ä=f z F Le sup f w , for all z g B , 0 - e - 1, .  .
 .wgE ze
and of class K if f g K , for some L ) 0.L
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w xTHEOREM JP 15 . If f g K and 0 - p - `, then
 . <  . < p y2 n <  . < p  .i f a F Cd H f z dt z , a g B, 0 - d - 1;E a.d
 . <  . < p y2 nyp < < 2 .yp r2 <  . < p  .ii T f a FCd 1y a H f z dt z , agB, 0 -i j E a.d
d - 1.
 .Analogous estimates hold for T f , 1 F i - j F n. Here, dt z si j
2 yny1 < < .  .  .  .  .  .1 y z dm z ; T f z s z ­ fr­ z y z ­ fr­ z , and T f z si j i j j i i j
 .  .z ­ fr­ z y z ­ fr­ z are tangential derivatives of f.i j j i
w xAs a corollary of Theorem 3.2 15 we have that K contains the
 .generalized a , b -harmonic functions.
 .  .Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1 we only use estimates i and ii
 .for a , b -harmonic functions that could have been also obtained by
w xadapting the argument used in the proof of Lemma 2.3 in 14 .
The following equality, which can be checked by a direct computation,
will be used:
2 222 2 2Ä< < < < < <z =f z s 1 y z 1 y z Rf z q Rf z .  .  . .  .  /
22q T f z q T f z , .  . i j i j /
i-j i-j
f g C1 B , z g B. 2.1 .  .
 .  .Proof of Theorem 1. To prove that i « ii we wil use the following
w xtheorem, which is the ball version of a result of Christ and Journe 7 .Â
 .THEOREM CJ. Let K z, j , z g B, j g S, be a kernel satisfying for some
e ) 0, c ) 0, C ) 0,
2 nqee . <  . <  < < . < < .i K z, j F C 1 y z r1 y zj ,
2 nqee . <  .  . <  < < . < < . < <ii K z, j y K z, h F C 1 y z r1 y zj 1 y jh r
e< <. < < < <1 y zj , whene¨er 1 y hj F c 1 y zj .
 .  .  .  .Let K be the operator Kf z s H K z, j f j ds j . ThenS
dm z .2 25 5Kw z F M w .H 22< <1 y zB
<  . < 2 < < 2 .y1  .if and only if K1 z 1 y z dm z is a Carleson measure.
 .  .Let us see how the above theorem gives the implication i « ii .
 .iLet j g S and d ) 0. Set Q s Q j , j s 1, 2, . . . . Then we havej 2 d
f h s f q f h y f x h q f h y f x h .  .  .  .  . .  .Q Q Q Q S R Q1 1 1 1 1
s f h q f h q f h . .  .  .1 2 3
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We also have
w xF z s P f z s F z q F z q F z , .  .  .  .  .ab 1 2 3
 . w x .where F z s P f z , i s 1, 2, 3.i a b i
1 .An application of Cauchy]Schwarz inequality shows that if u g C B ,
then
2 2 2 22 2< < < <= u z G 2 1 y z Du z q Du z s 1 y z =u z . .  .  .  . .  . .T
Also,
22 2 22Ä Ä Ä < < w x=u z s 2 Du z q Du z s 1 y z = u z see 17 .  .  .  .  . . T /
Ä 2 2 2 2<  . <  < < . <  . <and, consequently, =u z G 1 y z =u z . Thus,
2Ä=F z .222< <1 y z =F z dm z F dm z .  .  . .H H2 2< < .  . 1 y zB j B jd d
2
Kf z .2F C dm z , .H 2< <1 y zB
 .where the kernel K z, j of the vector valued operator K is
1 2 2< < < <1 y z R P z , j , 1 y z R P z , j , .  . .  .z a b z a b2< <z
2 2’ ’< < < <1 y z T P z , j , 1 y z T P z , j . .  .i j a b i j a b /
 .  .  w x. w xProperties i and ii of Theorem CJ are routinely checked see 3 . In 3
 <  . < 2  < < 2 ..  .it is also proved that K1 z r 1 y z dm z is a Carleson measure.
Therefore, by Theorem CJ we have
2 22< <1 y z =F z dm z F C f j ds j .  .  .  . .H H2 2
 .B j Sd




f h y f . .Re nqaqb y1 Q2 1< <=F z F C 1 y z ds h . .  . . H3 Re2 nqaqb .< <1 y zhSRQ1
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w xNow we proceed as in 14, p. 181 to conclude that
22 n< <1 y z =F z dm z F Cd . 2.3 .  .  . .H 3
 .B jd
 . w x .  < < 2 .Obviously, F z s f P 1 z s f F ya , yb , n; z . Here, as usual,1 Q a b Q1 1
 .f a, b, c; x denotes the hypergeometric function
` kG a q k G b q k G c x .  .  .
F a, b , c ; x s , . 
G a G b G c q k k! .  .  .ks0
 w x .c / 0, y1, y2, . . . we refer to 10 for the theory of these functions .
At this point we need a lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a positi¨ e constant M such that for each non-
isotropic ball Q on S, one has that
2
< < 5 5f F M f #logQ s Q .
 . ynfor all f g BMO and s Q F 4 .
 . k  .kProof. Let Q s Q j . Then we use the notation 2 Q s Q j . It isd 2 d
< < 5 5k ky1easy to see that f y f F c f #. So we have2 Q 2 Q n
f h y f ds h .  .H Q
SR2 Q
K
F f h y f ds h .  . H Q
k ky12 QR2 Qks2
K
kF f h y f ds h .  . H 2 Q k ky12 QR2 Qks2
k ky1 < <kqs 2 Q R 2 Q f y f . 2 Q Q /
K
k k ky15 5 5 5F s 2 Q f # q s 2 Q R 2 Q kc f # .  . . n
ks2
K K
k k ky15 5 5 5F f # s 2 Q q c f # ks 2 Q R 2 Q .  . n
ks2 ks2
K
k ky15 5F c f # s 2 Q R 2 Q .n
ks2
K
k ky15 5q c K f # s 2 Q R 2 Q .n
ks2
5 5F c f # 1 q K , .n
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where c is a positive constant depending only on n, but it is not alwaysn
the same at each appearance.
K k n  . K  k ky1 .  .Since  2 s Q F c  s 2 Q y 2 Q F c s S s c , weks2 n ks2 n n
K n  .have 2 s Q F c . Therefore, we haven
log c rs Q 2 . .n
K F F c lognn log 2 s Q .
and, consequently,
1
< <f s f ds j .HQ Qs S R 2Q . SR2 Q
1
F f j y f ds j q f j ds j .  .  .  .H HQs S R 2Q . SR2 Q SR2 Q
c 2n
5 5 5 5F f #log q f 1 /s S R 2Q s Q .  .
c 2 2n
5 5 5 5F f #log F c f #log .ns S R 2Q s Q s Q .  .  .
<  < < 2 . < On the other hand, =F ya , yb , n; z has growth 1 y
< < 2 .Re nqaqb .y1  .  < < 2 . z if 0 - Re n q a q b - 1, log 1 y z if Re n q
.  .a q b s 1, or bounded if Re n q a q b ) 1.
Thus, an integration by parts shows that
22< <1 y z =F z dm z .  . .H 1
 .B jd
1 1  .1q2 Re nqaqb y22 nF C log d 1 y t dt .H /d 1yd
1
2 Renqaqb . 2 n ns Cd log d F Cd . 2.4 . /d
Here, we have used Lemma 2.1.
 .  .  .  .Hence, it follows from 2.2 , 2.3 , and 2.4 that dm z is a Carleson
measure.
 .  .  .  < < 2 .ii « iii Obviously, if dm z is a Carleson measure, then 1y z
2 2 2<  . <  .  < < . <  . <  .RF z dm z and 1 y z RF z dm z are Carleson measures.
 .  .Hence, by 2.1 , to show that dn z is a Carleson measure it suffices to
2 2<  . <  . <  . <  .show that T F z dm z and T F z dm z are Carleson measuresi j i j
for all 1 F i - j F n.
An integration by parts shows that
1
F z s RF tz q RF tz q F tz dt. 2.5 .  .  .  .  . 4H
0
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From this we conclude that it is sufficient to prove that
2 2
1 1




T F tz dt dm z .  .H i j
0
are Carleson measures for all 1 F i - j F n.
w 1 <  . < x2  .We will show that H T RF tz dt dm z is a Carleson measure. The0 i j
remaining cases may be treated analogously.
 . w xSince D F s 0, we have D RF y bF s 0, by Lemma 1.1 1 .ab a , by1
 .Hence, using Theorem JP we see that for any s ) 0 and r g 0, 1 fixed
s2< <RF z y bF z 1 y z .  .  .1 1
T RF tw dt F C dm z .  .H H Hi j nqsq3r2< < . 1 y tzw0 0 E twr
s2< <bF z 1 y z .  .
q dm z dt .H nqsq3r2< < . 1 y tzwE twr
s2< <1 y z =F z dm z .  . .
F C H nqsq1r2 < <1 y wzB
s2< <1 y z F z dm z .  . .
q .H nqsq1r2 /< <1 y wzB
w xNow we proceed as in 14, p. 182 to find that
2
1 nT RF tw dt dm w F Cd . .  .H H i j
 .B j 0d
  < < 2 . <  . < 2  .From the assumption that 1 y z =F z dm z is a Carleson mea-
 < < 2 . <  . < 2  . .sure, it follows easily that 1 y z F z dm z is a Carleson measure.
 .  .  .  .iii « i To prove the implication iii « i we use a Fefferman]Stein
p  .type characterization of the H spaces on S in terms of their a , b -
w x 1harmonic extensions obtained in 3 . Here, we understand by H the
w x p .atomic space of Garnett and Latter 11 and L s for 1 - p - `.
w x  .THEOREM ABC 3 . Let u be a , b -harmonic in B. The following are
equi¨ alent for 1 F p - `.
 . p . w xi There exists f g H S such that u s P f .ab
 . w x p .ii The area function S u g L s .
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Ä 2 1r2w x .  <  . <  .4  .Here, S u j s H =u z dt z , where D j is the admissi-D  j . dd
ble approach region given by
2< < < <D j s z g B : 1 y zj - d 1 y z . .  4 .d
<  . < 2  .Let us assume now that = F z dm z is a Carleson measure. We useT
the duality BMO-H 1:
15 5 5 5f # s sup f j g j ds j : g g C S , g F 1 . .  .  .  .H H 5
S
 . 5 5 5 w x5Assume first that f g C S . We will show that f # F C C F , where`
1r22Ä1 =F z .w xC F j s sup dm z . .  .H 2s Q < <Ã / . 1 y zQjgQ
Ã Ã  .   .  .4Here, Q s Q h s B R D D z : z f Q h , for some a fixed.d a d
w x  . 5 5 1  . w xLet G s P g , g g C S , g F 1. We will apply formula 3.6 3 toHa b
F ? G. A computation shows that
< < 2D FG s ab 1 y z FG .  .ab
n ­ F ­ G ­ F ­ G2< <q 1 y z d y z z q . .  . i j i j  /­ z ­ z ­ z ­ zi j j ii , js1
We obtain
n q a q b
np f j g j ds j .  .  .Hn y 1 ! . S
s n q a n q b q ab F z G z dm z .  .  .  .  .H
B
­ F ­ G ­ F ­ G
q d y z z q dm z . 2.6 .  . .H i j i j  /­ z ­ z ­ z ­ zB i j j ii , j
It is immediate to check that if D G s 0, then for each 1 F i F n,ab
­ G ­ G
D s D s 0.a , by1 ay1, b­ z ­ zi i
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Applying Theorem JP to each partial derivative we get
C2 2
=G z F =G w dm w .  .  .Hnq12  .E z< < r1 y z .
C 1yn 22< <F 1 y w =G w dm w .  . .H22  .E z< < r1 y z .
C 2w xF S G j , .22< <1 y z .
 .   .  .4for all j g X z s z g S: E z ; D z .r d
  ..  < < 2 .nSince s X z ( 1 y z , integrating on both sides of the estimate
2< < w x1 y z =G z F CS G j , j g X z , .  .  . .
we have
nq12< < 5 5w x1 y z =G z F C S G . . . 1
In particular, for 0 - r - 1 and j g S,
w x­ G C S G 1
rj F , . nq1­ r 1 y r .
which implies that
w xC S G 1
G rj F . . n
1 y r .




22< <F z dm z F C 1 y z =F z dm z , .  .  .  . .H He  5
< < < <z Fe z Fe
we find that
w xF z G z dm z F C C F . 2.7 .  .  .  .H `e
< <z Fe
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 .  .Using 2.6 and 2.7 we find that
w xf j g j ds j F C C F q F z G z dm z .  .  .  .  .  .H H`e
< <S 1yeF z -1
q C = F z = G z dm z . 2.8 .  .  .  .H T T
B
Writing the second integral in polar coordinates, we bound it by
1
15 5 5 5F z G z dm z F C F # G dr .  .  .H H Hr r
< <1yeF z -1 1ye
5 5 5 5 1 5 5F Ce f # g F Ce f #H
 w x.  . w xsee 3, Lemma 1.6 . By 4.1 in 9 ,
w x w x= F z = G z dm z F S G j C F j ds j . .  .  .  .  .  .H HT T
B S
5 w x5By the assumption C F - `. Thus, we arrive at`
5 5 5 5w x w x w xf # F C C F q Ce f # q C C F S G` ` 1e
15 5 5 5w x w xF C C F q Ce f # q C C F g H` `e
5 5w xF C C F q Ce f #,`e
5 5 5 w x5which gives f # F C C F .`
To finish it remains to remove the extra assumption on f. I would like to
express my gratitude to P. Ahern for showing me the following proof.
n  4Let U denote the unitary group on C and let U g U : Ue s e ben n 1 1
 .denoted by U ; here e s 1, 0, . . . , 0 . For z g S let V be an element ofny1 1 z
U such that V e s z . We will use the following standard formula:n z 1
g U dU s g V K dK ds z . 2.9 .  .  . .H H H z /U S Un ny1
Note that the inner integral is independent of the choice of V . Moreover,z
V can be chosen to depend smoothly on z , locally. It follows that if g is az
 .smooth function, then H g V K dK is a smooth function.U zny 1
 .  .  .It follows from 2.9 that if g UK s g U for all K g U , thenny1
g U dU s g V ds z . .  . .H H z
U Sn
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` .For each f g C S let
L f s lim F rz f z ds z s f z f z ds z . .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H
rª1
It follows that there is a constant C and an integer N so that
k5 5F rz f z ds z F C T f , .  .  . H `
kFN
for all 0 - r - 1, where T denotes the tangential gradient. Now fix a
smooth function g defined on U and letn
¨ z s F Uz g U dU. .  .  .H
Un
Since D commutes with unitary matrices we havea , b
D ¨ s 0.a , b
 .Next we obtain another representation for ¨ z ,
¨ rz s F rUz g U dU .  .  .H
s F rUV e g U dU s F rUe g UV U dU .  . .  .H Hz 1 1 z
s F rV Ke g V KV U dK ds h . .  .H H h 1 h z /S Uny1
s f rh g V KV U dK ds h .  . .H H h z
S Uny1
s F rh G h , z ds h , .  .  .H
S
 .  U .where G h, z s H g V KV dK. In summary we haveU h zny 1
¨ rz s F rh G h , z ds h . .  .  .  .H
Now it is clear from the formula for G that it is independent of the choice
of V and V , and since these can be chosen smoothly locally it follows thath z
if g is a smooth function on U , then G is a smooth function on S = S.n
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Now we calculate
¨ rz y ¨ rz s F rh G h , z y G h , z ds h .  .  .  .  .  .H1 2 1 2
kF C T G y G . . z z1 2 `
kFN
<  .  . < < <It follows that ¨ rz y ¨ rz is small if z y z is small, independent1 2 1 2
 .  .of r, 0 - r - 1. Now suppose that rz ª t g S. Then ¨ rz s ¨ rz y
 .  .¨ rt q ¨ rt . By what we have just seen, the sum of the first two terms
 .tends to zero and the third tends to L G . In other words,t
n¨ g C B , ¨ t s L G . .  . . t
` .Now we will fix a f g C S and then we calculate
¨ z f z ds z s lim ¨ rz f z ds z .  .  .  .  .  .H H
rª1
s lim f z F rUz g U dU ds z .  .  .  .H H
rª1 S Un
s lim g U F rUz f z ds z dU .  .  .  .H H /rª1
s lim g U F rz f U*z ds z dU .  .  .  .H H /rª1
s g U L f # dU. .  .H U
So in summary we have
¨ z f z ds z s g U L f dU. .  .  .  .  .H H U *
 .  .Here, of course, f z s f U*z .U *
 4Now take g to be a sequence of smooth, nonnegative functions on Uk n
converging to the delta function at the identity matrix. Then for the
corresponding ¨ we haven
¨ z f z ds z s g U L f dU ª L f , n ª `. .  .  .  .  .  .H Hn n U *
2.10 .
Using the definition of ¨ we haven
= ¨ z s = F (U z g U dU, .  .  .  .HB n B n
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and now using Minkowski's inequality for integrals and the fact that the
modulus of the Bergman gradient commutes with unitary maps, we get
1r22
= ¨ z .B n
dm z .H 2 /< < . 1 y zB h  .d
1r22
= F Uz .BF dm z g U dU. .  .H H n2 /< < . 1 y zB h  .d
The right-hand side of the above is in turn equal to
1r2
y12 2< <= F z 1 y z dm z g U dU. .  .  . .H H B n / .B Uhd
5 w x5 5 w x5That is, we have C ¨ F C C F , n G 1, and by what has already` `n
5 5  .been proved we have ¨ F C, n G 1. From this and 2.10 it followswn
that f g BMO.
 .3. ON a , b -HARMONIC BLOCH SPACE
It is easily seen that a positive measure m on B is a Bergman]Carleson
measure if and only if
s2< <1 y a dm z . .
sup - `, for some any s ) 0. .H nq1qs< <1 y zaBagB
Therefore to prove Theorem 2 it is sufficient to prove the following
theorem.
 .THEOREM 3. Let f be a a , b -harmonic function and p, s ) 0. Then the
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i f is a a , b -harmonic Bloch function; f g B ,ab
2 p 2 nq1qsp s .  < < . <  . <  < < . < < .  .ii sup H 1 y z =f z 1 y a r1 y za dm z -ag B B
`,
p 2 nq1qssÄ . <  . <  < < . < < .  .iii sup H =f z 1 y a r1 y za dm z - `.ag B B
 .  .Proof. i « iii By standard estimates
s2 nq1qs< < < <1 y a r1 y za dm z F C , . .H  /
B
NOTE346
Ä w x. <  . <  .for every a g B see 18, p. 17 . Thus, if sup =f z - `, then iiiz g B
holds.
Ä 2<  . <  < < . <  . <  .  .Since =f z G 1 y z =f z , we have that iii « ii .
 .  .ii « i Let 0 - r - 1. By Theorem JP we have
C pp< <=f a F =f z dm z , a g B. .  .  .Hnq12  .E a< < r1 y a .
2 2< < < < < <  .Since 1 y a ( 1 y z ( 1 y za , for z g E a , we haver
s2< <1 y a dm z .p p  .p p2 2< < < <1 y a =f a F C 1 y z =f z . .  . .  .H nq1qs< < . 1 y zaE ar
 .From this it follows that if ii holds, then
2< <sup 1 y a =f a - `. . .
agB
It is easy to see that this implies that
n n­ f ­ f2 2< < < <sup 1 y z z - ` and sup 1 y z z - `, .  . .  . 
­ z ­ zzgB zgBj jjs1 js1
which in turn implies that
2 2< < < <sup 1 y z Rf z - ` and sup 1 y z Rf z - `. .  . .  .
zgB zgB
Ä . <  . <Hence, by 2.1 , to show that sup =f z - `, it is sufficient to showz g B
that
1r22< <sup 1 y z T f z q T f z - `. .  . . i j i j
zgBi , j
 .From 2.5 we conclude that it is sufficient to prove that
y1r21 2< <T Rf tz dt s O 1 y z , .  .H  /j
0
y1r21 2< <T Rf tz dt s O 1 y z .  .H  /i j
0
and
y1r21 2< <T f tz dt s O 1 y z , 1 F i - j F n. .  .H  /i j
0
NOTE 347
Using Theorem JP we find that
1
T Rf tz dt .H i j
0
11
F C Rf w y b f w dt w .  .  .H H1r2   .< <0 E tz1 y t z . r
q b f w dt w dt .  .H / .E tzr
dm w .1
F C dtH H nq5r2< < . 1 y tzw0 E tzr
dm w dt C .1 1
F C dt F C F .H H Hnq5r2 3r2 1r2< < < < < <1 y tzw0 B 0 1 y t z 1 y z .  .
The remaining estimates can be obtained similarly. This finishes the proof
of Theorem 3.
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